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SIMULATION OF A NAVIGATOR ALGORITHM FOR.A LOW-COST GPS °RECEIVER
• by
-• Ward F.•Hodge :
SUMMARY "
• • ...o
The analytical structure of an existing navigator algorithm for a low • ...
cost GPSreceiver is described in detail to facilitate its implementation_on
in-house digital Computers and real-time simulators. The material presented
includes a simulation of GPS pseudorange measurements, based on a two-body
representation of the NAVSTAR spacecraft orbits and a four component model
of the receiver bias errors. A simpler test for loss of pseudorange meas-
urements due to spacecraft shielding is also noted. -
INTRODUCTION
The global positioning system (GPS) is a worldwide navigationnet-
work, being developed by the Department of Defense,.which eventually Will
comprise a constellation of 24 NAVSTAR earth satellite sPacecraft for -
transmitting navigation information to system users; Its obvious potential
for additional utilization by a large number of non-military users has
attracted attention in fields as diverse as general aviation (GA) and
shipping. The cost o£ the GPS receiver for such users, which measures
pseudorange from the user craft to four of the NAVSTAR spacecraft simul-
taneously, has been recognized as one of its major design factors
(reference i). The fact that simultaneous measurement of the pseudorange
data requires a minimum of four receiving channels represents a significant
cost consideration.
2Interest in developing a practical low-cost GPS receiver for civilian
users has led to the formulation of position fixing and navigation schemes
hase_o__the_use ola-s_ngle channel instrument___As___udarange data:must
then be received sequentially rather than simultaneously, there is a need
for investigating the resulting navigational accuracy and the effect of
user craft motion between measurements. In this connection, the effects of
intentional degradation of the GPS signals, loss of pseudorange data due to
spacecraftshielding, and thetime between updating all require additional
study. The purpose in this paper is to describe one such low-cost navigator
algorithm, as devised by the Mitre Corporation (reference 2), in sufficient
detail to facilitate its implementation on digital computers and real-time
simulators at LRC. The block diagram in figure I depicts the overall simu-
lation structure, which comprises two main elements that respectively de-
fine the pseudorange measurements model and the navigator algorithm. Addi-
tionally, the FORTRAN names of principal program variables and calls to
subroutines are indicated at appropriate places on figure I for Convenience
of reference to the current.in-house version of Mitre's programing (see
reference 2), which is included in the APPENDIX.
SYMBOLS
A spacecraft azimuth, deg
a semimajor axis of spacecraft orbit, n. mi.
ae equatorial radius of the geoid, n. mi.
b GPS pseudorange bias error, equivalent n. mi
bI ionospheric delay component of b, n. mi.
bMp R multipath and receiver noise component of b, n. mi.
b user clock bias component of b, n. mi.
c
biD intentional degradation component of b, n. mi.
be polar radius of the geoid, n. mi.
E eccentric anomaly of spacecraft orbit, deg
e eccentricity of spacecraft orbit
e_ eccentricity of the geoid
f spacecraft true anomaly, deg
H pseudorange partial derivative matrix
h local topocentric altitude, ft
kth row of H matrix
i inclination of spacecraft orbit, deg
M mean anomaly of spacecraft orbit, deg
m number of At updating periods (see eqn. (4))
n spacecraft mean motion, deg/sec (eqn. (4))
R local topocentric position, n. mi.
r pseudorange measurements vector, n. mi.
rk kth pseudorange measurement, n. mi.
T time since pericenter passage in spacecraft orbit, hrs
geographic or geodetic East longitude, deg
4-
.
t tru_ t_, hr_
t GMT at startof simulation,hrsO
U local topocentricpositionof user craft and pseudorangebfas error,•
n. mi. (see equation 9 (a))
ummm__ve_l_vento_rd__miTbr_
X, Y, Z rectangular components of R, n. mr.
• x, y, z rectangular components of 0, n. mi.
_,_ smoothing coefficients (see eqn. (ii)) •
g• apparent spacecraft elevation, deg
8 geocentric right ascension, deg
p universal gravitational constant, (n. mi)3/sec 2
p geocentric distance, n. mi.
geodetic latitude, deg
_' geocentric latitude, deg
user Craft roll or bank angle, deg
user craft true velocity heading, deg
right ascension of ascend£ng mode of spacecraft orbit, deg
argument of pericenter of spacecraft orbit, deg
uS axial rotation rate _f the earth, 15°/hr•
Subscripts;
CT cross track
G Greenwich meridian
k kth spacecraft
p GPS constellation index for spacecraft phase angle
s GPS constellation index for spacecraft orbit plane phase angle
or local reference site
Notation:
A ( ) incremental value or dwell time interval
( ) estimated value
m
T k :_
( ) matrix transpose
( )-i matrix inverse
PSEDDORANGE MEASURemENTS MODEL
The flow diagram in Figure i shows the simulation employed for the
pseud0range measurements to incorporate models for the respective motions
and positions of the NAVSTAR spacecraft and the user craft relative to a
local topocentric reference site, and for the measurement errors associated
with the GPS receiver. The first of these is ionospheric delay, which is
modeled as a deterministic error in terms of an ion density scale factor and
pseudorange path length. Multipath error and receiver noise ismodeled next,
and is represented simply as random white noise. ]he third type of measure -
ment error simulated is the user clock bias, which includes random white
noise and a starting offset in addition to drift and aging terms that increase
with time and are associated with the assumption that_the clock is driven by a
crystal oscillator. _he remaining error source is the intentional degradation
bias, which is generated separately for each spacecraft by independently pass-
ing uniform random numbers through an exponential filter. Scaling of the
filter's Gaussian output is thenadjusted to give a standard deviation on the
pseudorange for each spacecraft such that the 2_ User position error result-
ing from all four spacecraft is 500 meters.
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Figure 1. SIMULATION BLOCK DIAGRAM
7GPSiNAVSTAR Spacecraft Position. - As indicated in Figure i, there are
several steps in determining the required true topocentric positions of
the four NAVSTAR spacecraft. This process begins with the inertial posi-
tion of the spacecraft orbit relative to geocentric equatorial axes I, J, K
having I toward the vernal equinox and K along the earth's spin axis as
illustrated in Figure 2. The orbit orientation
K
relative to these axes isdefined by the EarthSpin Axis
W
three angles _, i, and m as indicated. __ Z Q
Let PQW be a set of perifocal axes \
Spacecraft
aligned with the orbit plane such that
/
W coincides with the normal to the / line of
/ apsides
orbit plane, and P is along the line ! P
! ee
of apsides toward perigee. The !
| Y
position ofthe spacecraft in l X
J
its Orbital plane is given I _ _s_e _fndi
J
vernal _ - ng line.of nodes
by its geocentric (Y) equinox node ....
distance p, and true
Figure 2. Spacecraft Orbit Orientation
anomaly f. The transformation
to perifocal coordinates P, Q, w is given by
P = p cos f "_
Q = p sin f _ (i)W = 0
which are then transformed to I, J, K inertial coordinates
{}x PY = w (a, i, Q (2)z w
where,
8-
Icos _ cos _L--cos f sfn _ sin _ _-sin _ cos _-c_& i cos _ sin _I sin i sin__l
W-1 = /c s m sin _ + cos i sin_ cos _ r-sin, m sin _ +cos i cos m cos _l-sin_. i cosSin m sin i , cos m sin i I cos i
That ask of obtaining 0 and f, for evaluating equations (i) and (2) for
each of the four spacecraft, is considerably simplified by the assumption of
two-body circular orbits (e = 0). In this case the position of the apsidal
line in the orbit plane andthe time of perigee passage are arbitrary, and
and T may be set to zero so that the apsidal and nodal lines coincide and
equation (2) reduces to
X /cos _ - cos i sin _ cos
= sin _ _cos i cos _ sin (2a)
0 sin i /
and usual two-body orbital equations
= a(l-e 2)
0 i + e COS f = a (l-e cos E)
tan f = __ tan E (3)
V x-e
M = n(t-T) = E- e sin E
become
0 = a I T ==# (3a)
f = M= E=nt, n
9The next step is to calculate the unique values of fk for each of
the four spacecraft, which specify their locations in the GPS constellation.
" As the planned configur ation is for eight spacecraft equally spaced in each
. of three orbit planes, inclined 63° to the equator with their nodal lines
equally spaced 120 ° apart, each spacecraft will have a unique combination
of _p and an in-plane angle fs" The arrangement assumed for the present
simulation is illustrated in figure 3 for one such orbiting ring of eight
spacecraft. In addition to Op, each of the three spacecraft rings has an
initial rotation f from the_line of apsides as indicated. Taking f and
p P
-.
f into account, the true anomaly for any of the spacecraft is given by
s
Q
f (t) = f + f + nt _ (4) nt
k p s 3
in which,
4
f (s-i),l<s<8
_ _ _fp
-_112 P = i
8
f = _112 P = 2P
0 p=3
7
6
t = t + m_t
O _
_ Figure 3. Spacecraft Orbital
Spacing Geometry.
I0
To illustrate these Calculations, suppose the third spacecraft (k=3) happens
to_ be the fourth one in the first ring so that p =-i and s = 4. The true=
anomaly is then given by f3(t) = -_/12 + 3_/4 + nt, and _I = 0- Thus, the __
- ,5-;.,_-_ _r_-m_w,_y{__z___m_y__he readily--obtainp_--fr_ons__,__ (2_)---andfi(/4)-:_--_
at the required times.
Geocentric Location of Local Reference Site. - The required spacecraft posi-
tion vectors _ relative to the user's local reference frame are obtained
first in inertial coordinates as (0k- ps), then •transformed to topocentric
coordinates with origin at the local reference site. The true geocentric
location of the local reference site origin is given by the vector ps , which
is calculated from its geographic coordinates £ _s, h using the geoidS, S
model and rotational transformation respectively illustrated in Figures 4
and 5. The sketch in Figure 4 represents an x-z meridian plane view of the
earth in cross-section that shows the relationships between geodeticand
geocentric latitude and radial distance, which are defined by
a_ U
Z
as /
c= / Site
(5)
hs _ x"cos¢'s: ( +0 cos Cs " ., _. ."-_.
PS
sin _'s = (hs + S) sin @s
Ps
Figure 4. Geoid Geometry.
Ps : _(hs+C)2 cos 2 q5s + (hs + S)2sin 2 Cs
ii
With reference to Figure 5, the K
geocentric right ascension of
the user's local reference site (North_
U
at time t is (Up)
. E
(East)
@ (t) = e (t) + g z
s G s
or
0 (t)= met + _ (6)S s
so that its geocentric
TI J
coordinates are
(Vernal •
equinox)
x=s (hs+C)c0S_sc°sell \
Figure 5. Transformation between local
Ys = !hs+C) c°S_s sin@ (7) Topocentric and geocentric coordinates.
zs = hs+S) sin s
As (0s 8 _) also define the origin of the local topographic axes, .S, --
(U, E, N), with respect to which the user craft motion is referred, the
transformation of (Ok.0 s) to these coordinates •is :
izklrIxxSRk= X k = G (0's,8s) yk-y s (S)• Y k Zk-Zs
IZ
where
, I
f
/ cos _S COS @S ,|COS _S Sin @Sf sin @s \
I
r
s i s Ii
i !
I
' cos O '-sin _' sin 0 t cos _'l-sin _s s I s s s
Pseudorange Measurements. - The remaining step in simulating thepseudo-
range measurements is to express the Rk in terms of range to the user
craft, then corrupting the resulting range vectors (Rk-R) by adding the
simulated GPS receiver bias errors as indicated in Figure i. This procedure
is illustrated by the sketch in Figure 6, and the resulting pseudoranges are
given by
rk = (K-R)+ b (9)
where R is the user's assumed true position in (U, E_ N) coordinates
as furnished by a user craft motion simulator such as a general aviation
trainer (GAT).
U /NAVSTAR
, SPACECRAF_
_-R
Site
(Ori
R
NE User
Craft
Figure 6. - USER/NAVSTAR Range Geometry.
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GPS LOW-COST NAVIGATOR ALGORITHM
The lower portion of Figure i depicts the general structure of Mitres
GPS low-cost navigator algorithm. There are three main computational tasks
associated with the algorithm operation. These are determining if any of
the four pseudorange measurements are lost due to shielding of the GPS re-
ceiver, estimation of position and receiver bias corrections, and computing
the position and velocity updates by means of an _-_ smoother.
GPS/NAVSTAR Shielding. In order for the GPS receiver to acquire a pseudo-
range measurement, the apparent elevation of the NAVSTAR spacecraft rela-
tive to the receiver antenna on top of the user craft must be greater than
i0°. The spacecraft is considered U" U, U'\
to be shielded, so that the pseudo- \ User Craft
Bank Angle
range measurement to it is lost, if
either its orbital motion or Z,,k
user craft Spacecraft
maneuvering User Craft
cause this E' "
condition ,,
E
not to be
E N
. met. The
!
N , N"
testing procedure
employed by Mitre for Figure 7. - Spacecraft Shielding Geometr_
determining whether any
of the four spacecraft are shielded is a rather complex scheme, based on
14-
their azimuthal positions and apparent elevations relative to the user
craft. A much simplem test is illustrated in Figure 7. The only require-
ment is to determine whether the spacecraft in question is above the E"-N"
plam_,-which-coincfd-es_wit_ t_at-of the_user craft's _n_s-. Thus, the-k _h k
spacecraft will not be shielded as long as the Z" k component of rk-b
'Xk'' fcos@ 0 -sinq // cos_ -sin_ O_ KkN
Y_ = 0 1 0 sin_ cos_ O_ £k (i0)
l
I
sin_ 0 cos 0 0 i/ ZkZ_
\ / j --
remains positive.
The apparent spacecraft elevation
_k = tan-i _ (ii)
,,2 ,,2
\VXk + Yk
still must be tested if the receiver antenna coverage is assumed to be
limited to a minimum value of gk" However, the fact that gk is defined
relative to the E"-N" plane, rather than the local horizon (E-N plane),
still permits avoiding the need to evaluate complicated conditions on the
spacecraft azimuthal position and the user craft bank angle ....... r_._ ....... :,
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User Craft Position and Bias Error Corrections. - The procedure used for
obtaining these quantities is based on a linearized Taylor's series expan-
sion of equation (9) about the current estimate of user craft positio n and
GPS receiver bias (see reference I). This expansion is
] A_ (9a)
_rk
rk rk + ^ + - _ _
_U U
T T ^ ^
where U =._ [R'b] = [XYZb] and AU = U- U. By expressing equation (9)
in rectangular form and differentiating,
/% ^
AX + Y- AY + Z-Z AZ + Ab
= hk AU
Rearranging equation (9a) and solving for AU gives
^ 1 (12)AU = H- Ar
T
where Ar = {rk-_ k} and H = [h I h2 h3 h4], in Which the estimated
pseudorange measurements _k may be calculated by evaluating equation (9) in
the form
" _(Xk__ (yk__) 2 ^ 2 ^_k = )2 + + (Zk-Z) + b
^
using the spacecraft ephemeris data Itk and the current estimate of U.
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User Craft Positbn and Velocity Update. - The Mitre GPS navigator
algorithm is formulated to provide smoothed estimates of updated position
and velocity, by approximate smoothing backwards in time over the four rk
measurements. TNe procedure is to calculate AU afte_ each new Fseudorange
measurement is received, by processing lit with the most recent values for
the other three elements of rk. As the dwell time to receive a pseudorange
measn_ement is At, _newvalues of AU are generated every-l._ sec. The--
corresponding position and velocity updating isaccomplished by an _-8
smoother/predictor of the form
 (t+At) ^ I
= V(t) + BAU/At
(13)
U(t+At) = U(t) + _AU + _ (t+At) At
These quantities are also used to estimate cross-track error
ARcT = k-X) cos _ - (Y-Y) sin _ (14)
where
-i
= tan (Vx/Vy)
in which X, Y, Vx, and V are outputs from the user craft motion simulator.Y
17
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The simulator structure described herein provides a useful analytical
tool for conducting further research and evaluations of navigator algorithms
based on the use of a low-cost GPS receiver. A simpler test for loss of
pseudorange measurements due to spacecraft shielding is noted. This test
eliminates the need for the relatively complex one contained in Mitre's
programing (see reference 2).
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LRClmplementatlon of MITRE's Low-Cost GPS-Navigator Simulation
PNOGR&M G_S_AVLI_PUT,OUTPUT_rAP_bJTAPF._.[NPUT!
€ _, _ HODGE FEO
€ GP; PARAMETER DE_IN[T;ONS FOR BAOER FIELD SCENA_YO fSTxULATED)
C (ORIGIN AT ACY V]_) (ATLANTIC CITY)
€ WITHOUT INTENTIORAL OLGRADATZQ_ {JRIAS-O)
€ SET JBIA_-I FOE INTENT[nNAL GPS DEGRAOATION
O]HENSION F_(SIp_EGAI3)_VTKS)poX(BOOIPPY(800)
DIMENSION P_ASE(]),CRAF[I]),[_I_)tNJSHI_I,OJSH(6) .
OIMENSIUN RkNGE(¢)_ELt_IpAZ(_),SATPOSf_J3)
DIRENSION VECPOw(SIeVECIJKI3IeVECUEN(3IpSTACOR(3)L
DJLRENSLON.L_( __ __ _ •
CUI'tRQ_/NAVF__LE_ RQR___)L_LAS{ 4 | wEI ONf _ ) - FMPE[ _|
COMMONINVFLG/JMPE_JIONE,JSSE_JCLKE_JEIAS
CO_MONINVPARIALP_A_RETAJ_TAI_AOAPTA_AD_PTB
COHHO_tlSATSIJOP_(_).JSAT|_I_.)_OLO(6)_JSHD(6)
COMMONINVESTIUSE_(¢I_VEL{€),.JSERS(k)_VELS(€)
CALL SEFDHP
JRPE-1 $ JIONE-1 $ JSSE- I S JCLKE-1S JBIASeL • . . . - . . .
ALPHA-,2 $ _ETA'.01 $ BETA1-.01 $ ADAPTA',2 $ ADAPT_-.Ot -
TSTRT-L3,qO S DELT-1,2 S ALT-O, $RLAT-,6BB62q $ _Lq_G'-leSOlb08 - .- •
JQRDII)'Z S J_R_|2)-t $ JOR_(3|,I S.JORB[_)o2
. JSAT(I]-8 $ JSAT(Z)oZ $ JS_F(3I';-_J_TT;;'7-
€ ENPU_ DATA FOR SEMULATEO LANDING APPROICH COURSE
P1-3_1_159_55358_79 S RPD'PIi180, S OPR'lBOelPZ
CALL PSEUDO
OO .T JTH-I_¢ $ OJSH(JTH|_O,
JSHD(JTH)-O,
€ SET UP GPS CONSTELLATION PARAMETERS ( A IS IN qAUTICAL ql,)
A-E,_368Z6 E._ $ OMEGA(1)-O, S OMEGA(Z)-IZO, $ OMEGA(3)-2_O,
FP(lIe-15. $ FP(Z)'15* $ FP(3)-O,
EXtII-T329 $ IXtZl-l_L $ %xi3)-b753 S 1X(_1,_159
€ INITIALIZE INTENTIONAL OEGRAOATIO_ ERROR BIAS
ZGAIN=EXP(-_,_DELTI1800o)
C TAU • 30 MIN ..
CONG=SZB,16OBO,
._ C SAT 1 SIGMA • 500MZORMSI2*HOOPL,537
CONU_Z,*S_RT(3_)_COHG
CDNZ_COHU_SQRT(E,_,_DELTIIBOO_)
C TAU - 30 RIN
1R11)-3117 I IRiZ) - 1379 $ IN=I
DO BOZ J'l_¢
CALL GETRAN(IR_I_Z_RN_TZ_YZ)
IN • Z
802 BIAS(J) - RN $ CONG
C CLOCK ERROR MODEL PARAMETERS
SO-ZOOO,I&080,
€ 1 USEC INITIAL CLOCK OFFSET
FO=DELTIbO°6
C FRACT FREQ ERR$OELT$10**916OSO
FO'DELTeeZIL,216 E+7
C FRACT FREO ORIFTISEC*OELT$$Z*IO_*916080
S$=§O*lbOBO,
C FRACT SHOgT TERM STABILITY$10$tqlb08O
€ SET INTII_L CRAFT POSITION AND VELOCITY
DELT-DELTI3bOO, $ CRAFT(II,ZIbOBO, $ CRAFT(ZI-X $ CRArT(OI-Y
DO 5 1"1_3 $ VEL(I)-O.
$ USER(II-C_AFT(I).O.
U$ER(_I-VEL(_)=O.
VELiZ)-ZOT $ VELtZ)-XO_ S VEL(31-YDT
C ITER IS THE ITERATION FOR _HICH PSEUDORANGE AND
C ELEVATION OF BEST 6 SPACECAAFT ARE COMPUTED
ITER- TIM-0
C
C MAIN LOOP STARTS HERE
33 ITER-ITEP.I
C KTH IS THE SPACECRAFT NUMBER
00 17 KTH=le_ $ NJSH(KTH)=O $ ER_OR(KTHI-Oe
TIM'TIM.I
C ELAPSED TIME PERIODS (UPDATE INTERVALS)
TIPE=TSIRT.TIM*OELT
C TRUE TIME (IN HOURS)
C SIMULATE. TRUE USER CRAFT POSITION AND VELOCITY
TIME=ITINE-TSTRT)eSbO0, $ OELT-DELT*3600,
C. CALCULATET_UE ANOMALY F FOR KTH SPACECRAFT
F=(FP(JDRB(KTH)). (JSAT(KTNI-1)$45.eSOe*TIME)eRP_
€ CALCULATE S_ACECRAFT PO_ COORDINATES
C CALCULATE IJK COORDINATES OF KTH SPACECRAF_
COSNDE=COS(OMEGA(J_E(KTH))€_PO)
SINNOE=SIN(OMEGA(JO_(KTH)ItRPO)
VEC[JR(lI=Ae(COS'iDE$C_S(FI-C_S[63,eRpD)$SINNDE$_ZNfF))
VECIJK(ZI'A.(SIN'4OFeCO$|F)_C_S|_3,eRPD)eCDSNDE*$INIF))
VECIJK|3)eAeSIN(63.¢RPD)*SIN(F)
C CONVERT SPACECRAFT COORDINATES FROM IJK TO U_N SYSTEN
• 19
CALL IJ_UE(II_FoALTpRLONGeRLATPVECIJKpVECUEN)
CRAFTil)eZI_O80. $ CNAFTtZ)-X $ CRAFT(3)aY
VVI-VECU_NfL)-CRAFT|I)
VV2eVECUEN(2)-C_&FTIZ)
r VV3eVECUEN(3I-_R&FT(3) _ "
• 0EH=VV3 $ ZF(A8S(VV3).LT,oO000OI| OEN=SEGN(;O000Ot,VV31
AZ(KTH)eATANZI.VVZwOEN) S [F(AZ(KTHIeLTeO,) AZ|KTH)-AZiWTH|_EeePI
OENeYOT
€ COMPUTE GAT _ELOCXTY HEAOING RELATIVE TO TeUE NORTH (OX'O)
IF(ABS(¥OT),LT, O30001) DENeSEGNI,OOOOOleYOT) "
GCRSeATANE(_DTeDEN)
IFIGCRS.LT.O.) GCaS-GCRS_E.*_I
VVNX-VVL
VVEZeVVZeCOS(GCRS)-VV3*SIN(GCRS)
VVN3sVV3OCOS(GCRS)_VVZeSIN|GCRS)
'VVhNI=V_NIeC_S(PqI)tVVN2_SIN|PHI|
VVNN2mVVNZe_OSKP_I)-VVNZeSIN(PHI)
VVNN]uVVN3
RAOS = VV2_2 • VV3e*2
RADNuSQRT(VVNNZ*eZ.VVNN3e*2)
EL|KTH)eATANZ|VV_NlpRADN|
€ IF SPACECRAFT ELEVATION IS LESS THAN 10 OEGe CH_CK FOR SHIrLOING
ZF(EL(KTH),LE,(P[I18,)) NJSH(KTH)=I
C GO FROH SHIELDED TO NOTe OR NOT TO SHIELDED ONLY IF TWO SAME
G OECISIONS IN SUCCESSION
[F(NJSH(KTHI.EQ,3JSH(KTH)) JSHOKKTH)-NJSHIKTH)
OJSH|KTH)-NJSH[KTH)
¢ IF JCLKE NOT 0 INCLUDE CLOCK BIAS ERROR
C SS I 5N3RT TERH STA_ILITYe EOUIV. NAUT. HI.
€ SOm STARTING OFFSET• EOUIV, NAUTICAL Hie
C FO= FREGUENCY OFFSET, EQUZV, NAUTICAL Hie
C .FO= FREGUEN_Y DKIFT, EQUIV, NAUTICAL Hie
IFKJCLKE,EO,O) GOTO 670
CALL GETRAN(IRPI_e2eRNeYZsYZ)
ECB = RN • SS
cBIAS=SO.FO*TIM_FD*TIM_*2_ECB
ERROR(gTH)-ERRORIKTH).CBIA$
C IF JMPE NOT 0 • INCLUDE _ULTIPATH ERROR
670 IF(JMPE,EO.3) GOTO _10
ERRORZ-G,
CALL GETRANiIR*IN*ZeRN*YI_YZ)
EKPE(KTH) • RN * 35.16080e
• ERROR[KTH)•E_OR(KT_).ERRORZ.EMPE(KTN)
C IF JBIAS NOT 0_ INCLUDE CORRELATEO (30 MINI NOISE _IAS
410 ZFiJBIAS,EO, O| GaTO _bO
CALL GETRANIIR_Z_eZaRNeRYsYZ)
BIASIKTH)•C3NZtK_Y-,5)*ZGAIN_BIAS|KTH)
ERROR(KTH)=ERRORIKTq)+aIASIKTH)
C IF JIONE NOT 0_ INCLUDE IONOSPHERIC DELAY ERROR
460 IF(JIONE.EO.o) G3T_ Z03
EPRIHe,9_79_eCOS|EL|KTd))
EION|KTH)-,OO_2_331S_RT(1.-EPRIMe*Z)
ERRDR(KTH)eERRORKKT_)_EION(KTH)
Z03 RAKGE(KTHI-S3ET((V_CUEN(I|-CRAFTI1))*eE.RAOS)_ERROR(KTH)
00 20_-1-1_3 .
ZO_ SATP,OSIKTH,I)-VECUEN(I)
XFKITER.Eq.X,AhO.KTH.LT.6) G_TO 17
C DO ESTIMATE OF USER PREDICTED P_SITION (USER) AqO VELOCITY (VEL)
C AhO OF SMOOTHEO USEA POSITIOq (USERS) AND VELOCITY (VELS|
C
CALL ESTI_(RANGEeS_TROSeUSER,VELeUSERS,VELSeKTH)
C COHPUTE CROSSTRACK NAVI3ATIO_ ERROR
XX=USER(Z)-CRAFTiZ) $ YYuUSER(3)-CRAFT(3)
" " CTE=XXtCOS|GCRS|-YY*SXN(GCRS)
ATE • XX • SINiGCRS) • YY • COS(_CR$
ENV • SORT(XX**2 * lye•Z) .- . .
• E_EV•EL|KTH)eDp R $ AZIHeAZ(KTH)eDPR .
.... " HogePSIeOPR SrBANK-PH[eOPR "
.... [7 CONTINUE
• € THIS IS THE END _F ONE ITERATION
- - GOTO'33
STOP
END
2O
suBRouTINE ESTIM(RANGE,SATPO_,USER,VEL,USERSpVEt_JXTH!
DIMENSION RANGFI_|,USE_SK_)_VEL_(&)tVEL(4)pSATPP_(4pSIs_SERI6Ip
IHHAI(_J_)IRaARi_I,nELR(_I_DELUI4)JBB(4_IIwIPIVOT(_)plqp_(B)p
2HRflAT(3,3)
CDM_ONII_ARITST_T,DELT,ZTERpPSIM
CD_HO_IEVFLGIJ_PE,JIDHE,JSSE,JCLKEtJRIAS
CO_MONINVPARIALP_A_ETA_BETAI,ADAPTA_ADAPTB-- .
COMHOEL/_ATSIJ_B{_,JS_T|&)_ORaLD(_|_J_SHD_| _
O0 11 d'1,_ $ 3ELR(J) • O; ?
11 EB|J,II'O.
10 COHTIHUE
C USER ESTIHATE OF USER POSITION
C HHAT H MATriX
RBAR(KTH)-(SATPDS(KTHwl)-USER(1))et_.(SATPOS(KTH_ZI-US_R_Z||#eZ
RBARIKTH)=S_RTIR_AR(KTHI.IS_TPOSIKTH,3)-USER(3))_*_)
DELR(KTH)=RANGE(KTH)-R_AR(KTd|-US_R(6)
€ SIMULATE SH[ELD[_G IF JSSE NOT 0
C IF SHIELDIH$ SIHULATED_ F]ND FIRST SPACECRAFT S_ELDEO _F ANY
DO 211 J'l,_ -
IF(JSHO(J).NE,O) GOTD 210
Z11 CONTINUE
GOTO Z13
€ NO SPACECRAFT SHIELDED
210 N_=J
C NUMBER OF FIRST SPACECRAFT S_IELDED
C FORM 3X3 HRHAT FROH VISIBLE SPACECRAFT
K=O
O0 215 J=1_3
KnK.I
IF(K,E=,NS) K=K_I
C SKIP SHIELDED SPACECRAFT
DO 215 JCOL-I,3
215 HRMATiJ_JCOL)-iUSER(JCOLI-SATPOSiK_JCOL))I(RAN_E(K)-USE_(_))
CALL MATINVI3,3_RHAT_I,BB,O*OET_ISCALE_IPIVDT_TNDEX)
C COAST CLQ:K BIAS DURING SHIELDING
O0 216 1=1,_
216 DELU(I)-O,
DO 217 1=1,3
K=O
DO 217 J-1_3
K=KeL
ZF(K,EO.NS) K-K.|
C SKIP SHIELDED SPACECRAFT
217 DELUiI)=DELU(ZJ.HRMAT(I,J)_OELR(K|
GOTO 33
C CALCULATE H H_TRIX FOR ALL FOUR SPACECRAFT
213 DO Z¢ J'l_
Z_ HHAT(J,_|-I,
DO Z§ J=l_
DO Z5 JCOL•I,3
N_AT|J,JC-]LI'|USEq(JCDL)-SATPOS(J_JCDL||I(RANGE(J|oUSCR(&))
25 CONTINUE
CALL HATIMVi_ed_AT ,L_BB_O_DETeISCALE_IPIVOT*INOE_)
C CALCULATE DELTA-U 3Y MATRIX MULTIPLY
DO 3_ 1-1_€
3_ DELU|I)-Oe
DO 26 I-l,_
O0 2b K=I,_
26 DELUIII-H_ATiI,K)*OELR(K).DELUII)
C UPDATE USEk ESTIMATE BY ALPHA-BETA TRACKER
€ SMOOTH|_G ANO PREOICTION BY ALPHA-BETA
33 00 61 J=l,_
USERS(J)•USER(J).ALPHAeDELU(J|
IF(J.NE.I| GOTO _
VELSiJ)'VELiJ|.*Z*BETA*OELU[J)IDELT
GDTO 6564 VELS(J)'V_LiJ)_BETAeDELUIJ)/OELT
6_ VEL(J)-VELS(J)
61 USER(J)-USERS(J)_OELT_VELS|J)
RETURN
ENO
21
SUBROUTINE IJKUE(TIME,A[T,RLONG,RLAT,VECIJK,VECU_N)
DIMENSION VECIJK(3)_VECUEN(3)JVECiO)_STACORi3)pT_TJK(OpO)
€ ALT - STATION ALTITUOE OF U-E-N SYSTEM, IN NAUTICAL MI,
€ RLONG = STATION LONGITUDE OF U-E-N SYSTEM • IN RkPIAN5
--- C RLAT • STATION L&TIIUDE OF U-E-N SYSTEM w IN RAOI&N$
C
€ IJKUE IS A SUBROUTINE FOR COORDINATE TRANSFORMATInN _ETWF_N
C I-J-K (GEOCENTRIC EOUATORIAL) AND U-E-N ITOPOCENTRIC LOC&L)
C COORDINATE FRAMES
C
C
C OoZ6ZB IS EARTH TURN RATE (15 DEGIHR) IN RAOIHR UNITS
THR•.ZbI6_TIME.RLDNG $ SINTH=SIN(THR| $ COSTH=COS(THR)
SINPHI-SINIRLAT) $ COSPHI=CO$(RLAT)
C COMPUTE THE STATION C_OROINATES OF THE U-E-N SYSTEM ORIGIN IN
C I-J-K COORDINATE FRAME
ECCSQ=Z,-,q_bb65*tZ $ DEND=SORT(Ie-ECCSQeSINPHIeeZ)
X-(3663,gOb/DENO.ALT)_COSPNI
Zu|34_3,g36t(I,-_CCSQ)IDENO'ALT)eSINPHI
RHO=SQRT|X*eZ.ZteZ)
SINPHI=ZIRAa $COSPHI=XIRHO
STACOR|_)=X_COSTd $ STACOR(Z)-X_SINTN $ STACOR(3)=Z
C COMPUTE THE TRANSFGRMATIDN MATRIX FOR I-J-K TO U-E-N SYSTEMS
C
TRIJK|Z_I)=COSPNI#COSTH
TRIJK(ZPZ)e_OSPHI*SINTH
TRIJK(I_3)'SINPHI
TRIJK(Zel)=-SINT_ $ TRIJK(Z,Z)=COSTH $ TRIJK(2•3)=O.
TRIJK(3_I)=-SINPHI*COSTH
TRIJK(3eZ)=-SINPHItSINTH
TRIJKI3p3)-COSPHI
{
C COMPUTE TRAnSFORmATION FROM I-J-K TO U-E-N FRAMES
DO ZZ I=1o3
22 VECII)=VECIJK{I|'STACDR(I)
C
€ VEC STORES THE POSITION CDDROINATES OF THE SPACECRAFT U,O,T, TC
C THE U-£-N ORIGINp BUT IN I-J-K COORDINATES
OO 23 1-1t3
VECUEN|I)=O=
DO Z3 J=1,3 e_l
Z3 VECUEN(I)=VECUEN|I).TRIJK|IeJItVEC(J)
RETURN
ENO
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